High performance brakes are the focus for Warner Electric at Interlift 2019
Visitors to Interlift 2019 will be able to view high performance elevator brakes and monitoring
solutions from Warner Electric. Taking place from 15th-18th October, Interlift gathers leaders in
elevator technology to discuss new developments in the industry. Attendees will be able to meet
with representatives and see products from Warner Electric in Hall 3, Stand 3201.
Working with leading elevator OEMs, Warner Electric offers expert design and manufacturing capability with
regards to intelligent braking technology. As a premier brand of Altra Industrial Motion Corp., Warner Electric
can provide worldwide support while offering a tailored approach to individual elevator systems. Efficiency,
cost-effectiveness and optimisation is built-in to each elevator braking system as the standard approach. With
a focus on reducing maintenance requirements and efficient performance, the braking solutions on show have
been specified in elevators and lifts for shopping centres, skyscrapers, stage applications, mine shafts and as
part of public transport infrastructure.
On stand, visitors can view a new variant of Warner Electric's range of ERS FENIX electrically released brakes,
the ERS VAR 07, which provides a double braking system for holding and stopping within a compact package.
A highly reliable dampening system is matched with exceptionally low operating noise of under 45dB(A). This
is ideal for applications where user comfort will be a priority such as hospitals or luxury buildings.
A further innovation on the stand will be the Warner Electric Sensor (WES), a contactless brake monitoring
solution. Offering reliable detection of small strokes, its lack of sensitive mechanical parts enhances reliability
and overall service life compared to electro-mechanical competitors. The device can be retrofitted with
NO/NC mechanical microswitches for easy installation and is specialised for spring applied brakes with noise
dampening systems.
Supporting Warner Electric at the show, Twiflex offers elevator OEMs access to its V-Series range of calliper
braking systems, ideal for applications in high-rise buildings and busy escalators. The brakes protect against
unintended movement and ensure smooth stopping. The V-Series are modular in design, which makes it
possible for Twiflex to deliver bespoke braking systems on short lead times.
Interlift 2019 takes place from 15th – 18th October in Messe Augsburg, Augsburg, Germany. Altra
Industrial Motion Corp. will be available in Hall 3, Stand 3201 during the event.
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Image 1: Warner Electric provides worldwide support while offering a tailored approach to individual elevator
systems. (Image Source: Nikada)
Image 2: Warner Electric offers expert design and manufacturing capability with regards to intelligent braking
technology.
Image 3: A further innovation on the stand will be the Warner Electric Sensor (WES), a contactless brake
monitoring solution.

About Warner Electric
For over 70 years, Warner Electric has grown to become a global leader in electromagnetic clutch & brake
solutions. Warner engineers utilise the latest design, materials and manufacturing technologies to develop
easy-to-use and install clutches and brakes with longer life and improved accuracy and repeatability. Warner
Electric offers the broadest selection of industrial clutches, brakes, controls, web tension systems, sensors and
switches available from a single manufacturer.
Reliable Warner Electric components are used in a very wide range of markets including material handling,
packaging machinery, food & beverage, elevator & escalator, turf & garden, agriculture and off-highway,
forklift, crane and motion control. Applications include conveyors, lift trucks, wrapping machines, servo
motors, capping equipment, combines and balers, baggage handling systems, military vehicles, hoist drives
and lawn mowers.
The image(s) distributed with this press release may only be used to accompany this copy, and are subject to
copyright. Please contact DMA Europa if you wish to license the image for further use.
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